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Business Life Cycles and Farm Business Planning
What are farm life cycles, and what is their relationship to 
succession planning?
Generally, farm businesses, although unique, like all businesses pass through three stages before reaching the final stage of 
decline. The time it takes to reach or to pass through each stage varies by farm. It is important that you properly identify the life 
cycle stage of your farm so that you can plan appropriately and establish realistic goals for the future. The four life cycle stages 
for a business are start-up, growth, maturity, and decline.

What are the traits associated with each farm business life cycle 
stage?
Each stage has unique characteristics.

Start-up
Start-ups are businesses that have yet to come into existence or have yet to turn a complete revenue cycle. At this stage, the 
owner (or owners) needs to invest a great deal of time, effort, energy, and money into the business to create a stable production 
and marketing contracts, to buy inventory, and to engage in other business activities before revenues are generated. The start-up 
stage is generally characterized by innovation, high risk, and low profit margins.

Growth
When farm businesses leave the start-up stage, they typically start to grow. Although a business can always use more cash, most 
growing farm businesses, at this stage, have established financial resources to help meet those case needs. The farm operator 
understands his or her business at this point, as well as the key competitors. Major production and marketing contracts have 
been identified. Often, additional help is needed in production, administration, operations, marketing or sales. Ideally, during this 
stage, production and marketing contracts demand is established and increases, the farm business experiences increasing sales, 
profit margins increase and is established. Is usually no product innovation, businesses cut costs to maintain profits, and profit 
margins are thin.

Maturity 
When farm businesses crack their applicable market(s) and manage their affairs efficiently, they become mature. Mature farm 
business have achieved a certain amount of name recognition. Contacts are well established. Commodity and specialized farm 
services offered require less effort to sell. The business produces variable cash with the volatility of the livestock and/or grain 
markets coupled with inflating cost of the operations and borrowing relationships are fully established. Considering low cost off far 
investments becomes a critical source of flexibility in the long run.

 Decline
During this final stage, the farm succession plan determines the course the farm will take. 
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Which goals and planning tips are most appropriate

stage?
By knowing which life cycle stage your farm business is in, you can plan effectively.

Start Up 
The challenges faced at a start up farm are very clear. You must learn your farm business, establish and expand your 
customer base and begin to grow. During this initial stage. You should prepare a business plan. Determine the structure of 
your business, and begin to think about investment management and tax management. Planning is essential. But, you 
must also call on distribution channels/customers and do everything you can to generate cash. 

Growth 
At this stage, your goal is to become an established firm in the market. Indeed, you may want to become the preferred 
company. Other goals may include expanding your business through capital reinvestment or outside financing, attracting 
and retaining key employees, providing insurance and employee benefit plans, and reviewing retirement plans. It is still 
important to maintain a cash reserve and to watch expenses, however, to guard against unforeseen problems.

Maturity
The main risk at this stage is complacency and failure to adapt to a changing environment. You need to stay competitive 
and become innovative. Budgets, moreover, become very important. Move your investments into productive areas of your 
business and withdraw them from areas of low return. Expenses should be scrutinized. Also during this stage, you should 
focus on enhancing and managing employee benefit programs, setting up nonqualified plans for key employees, 
developing a business protection strategy, and updating your business's valuation.

Decline
At this stage, you should be concerned with ensuring the proper succession of your business or considering the possible 
sale or merger of your business. If applicable, you may also be concerned with stock incentive programs with your key agri 
business/farm employees to spur profits. In addition, you may wish to explore ways to minimize estate and gift taxes.

Clearly, the particular stage of growth of your business dictates planning for it. Farm businesses may stall, regress, or fail 
at any point. Before creating any plan for your farm business, therefore, you must determine which stage it is in and 
become familiar with the issues that come into play at that particular stage.

Forecasts
Forecasts are quick, informal revisions to the plan. Unforeseen circumstances can force changes in the full-year plan. Many 
businesses forecast year-end results when the business is halfway through the year. Others create a forecast each month.

All of the aforementioned planning tools can help you in pursuit of your overall business goals.



What is farm business planning?
Farm business planning involves making decisions about the future of your farm. Plans force farm business owners to consider 
the long term as well as the short term. Some farms construct multi-year plans and create annual budgets. Plans help to improve 
business control, to allocate resources most effectively, and to communicate the potential of your business to lenders and 
production and marketing contracts.

What is the business-planning cycle?
If you're starting up a small business, there are a number of plans you can draw up. In particular, however, there are four annual 
plans that deserve particular note. The first is a personal plan, the second is a strategic plan, the third is an annual operating plan, 
and the fourth is a forecast. Of course, you'll probably also want to create a formal business plan, which is a fairly standard 
document used to apply for external venture capital or to attract other sources of capital, such as financial assistance options for 
beginner farmers in your succession plan:

- Parental or family farm financing.

- Local banks

- State government financing (Minnesota Rural Financing Authority (RFA).

- Federal government financing (Farm Service Agency (FSA) of the USDA.

or for off farm ventures intended to support a member/members of the family operation, Small Business Administration loan. 
Although similar to strategic plans, formal business plans are more detailed.

Personal plan
This is not really a formal document. It's just a thought process that enables you to determine why you are in business and what 
you want from your firm. What are your goals and expectations? In addition, of course, you'll want to develop a personal
cash-spending plan at this point, which should correspond to the cash you'll withdraw from the business for personal use. To do 
so, you'll need to analyze your personal spending, income, and savings reserves in the near term, and projections to business life 
expectancy.

Strategic plan
The strategic plan maps out where the farm should be several years from now. Financial projections are general and usually 
cover five years. You need to develop specific strategies today to meet your long-term goals. Annual budgets must conform to 
long-term goals. Strategic plans usually start with a mission statement and then analyze both the external farm business 
environment and the inner workings of the farm operation itself. You recognize your farm business(es)' strengths and weaknesses 
and map out a course to take the farm business from its current position to its desired position.

Annual operating plan
This is really the budget. You use detailed financial projections to show why the farm business is ahead of or behind planned 
performance. You'll need to include average production levels and prices that can realistically be expected over the long run, and 
estimate cost on a per unit basis, labor expense, and include the annual ownership costs of capital investments, rather than the 
capital investments themselves (D.I.R.T. depreciation, interest, repairs, taxes and insurance) then calculate totals. Allocate home-
produced feed properly. If the balance is negative, include it in feed purchases. Be consistent between alternatives. 

Try not to let your emotions or your desires favor one plan over another. Realize that your plans will not be perfect. 
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Scott Blumhoefer is a Financial Advisor offering securities and advisory services through 
Cetera Advisor Networks LLC, member FINRA/SIPC, a broker-dealer and registered 
investment adviser. CSV Financial Advisors LLC is not a subsidiary of nor controlled by 
Cetera.

This information was prepared by CSV Financial Advisors LLC with subject matter expert 
accountant CarlsonSV LLC contribution, and subject matter expert attorney Diversified 
Brokerage Services, Inc. contribution and has been made available for CSV Financial 
Advisors LLC representatives for distribution to the public for educational information only. 
The opinions/views expressed within are that of CSV Financial Advisors and do not 
necessarily reflect those of Cetera Advisor Networks, LLC or its representatives. In 
addition, they are not intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any 
individual. Neither Cetera Advisor Networks, LLC nor its representatives provide tax or legal 
advice. You should consult with your financial professional, attorney, accountant or tax 
advisor regarding your individual situation prior to making any investment decisions.
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